
Developing a circular Taiwan
Circular Economy Prompting Office
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Circular Economy: The Key Strategy Toward Sustainable 
Development

• The global population, 
from 2018 to 2030, will 
increase from 7.7 billion 
to 8.6 billion, and the 
natural resources and 
waste disposal on Earth 
will be under great 
pressure.

• In the 17 SDGs
introduced by the 
United Nations, the 
circular economy 
directly engaged with 10 
of it.

Source: Schroeder et al.(2018), Development Goals: Circular Economy and SDGs(2015)；Taiwan Circular Economy Network (2019)Compiled by: CEPO (2020)
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• Taiwan is densely populated, lack of natural resources, and has been dedicated to implementing 
resource recovery and recycling for more than 3 decades. The lead manufacturers of the textile 
industry have started recycling and reusing plastic bottles since 1988 to produce products such 
as recycled clothes, shoes, carpets, staple products, films and bottles.

• Resource recycling and collection rate in Taiwan is among the top around the world, with a rate 
of up to 58%, which is equivalent to  the ones of some European countries.
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Benefits for Circular Economy Development in Taiwan



Why Promote Circular Economy in Taiwan?

External Force

New Business Models of Leading 
Manufacturers

Entry limitation of international 
market

Limited Supply of Rare Materials

Products Specifications Stipulated by 
International Business Union

High Dependency on Imported Resources

Treatment concern on LCD Panel and Li-
ion batteries  

Recovery demanding of 
construction waste

Lacks comprehensive waste 
treatment process
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Internal Force



MOEA
EPA
Industrial Waste 
Reduction Joint 
Guidance 
Taskforce

From Recycling to Circular Economy –
Approaching of Circular Economy in Taiwan

• Taiwan has achieved fruitful results in environmental protection. At present, in addition to the 80% 
recycling rate of industrial waste and the output value of the resource recycling industry at NT$ 73.4 
billion, the have also  been many cases of successful industrial symbiosis.

• Over the years, Taiwan has not only been dedicated to implementing environmental protection and 
resource recycling, but also actively promoted reuse permits, energy  and resource integration and 
other works to create a fundamental environment suitable for the development of circular 
economy.

On our way to Circular Economy

Review on 
Reuse 
Permission

Energy and 
Resource 
Integration at 
Industrial Parks 

Clean 
Production and 
Green Factories

5+2 Industrial Transformation 
Plan is Introduced to Promote 
Circular Economy

Developing a Circular Economy for 
Sustainable Future

Establish 
Common/Joint 
Treatment for 
Wastes

Promote the 
Development of 
Resource 
Recovery Industry 

Plan the Circular 
Economic Zone

Promote New 
Materials Industry

Form 
Industrial 
Symbiosis

Vitalize 
Green Designs
Green Products
Green Services

Industrialization of Circular 
Economy, 
Circularization of Industries

1993 2001 2009 2011 2016 2017 2018
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• Ecological design of innovative 
products

• Extended producer responsibility
• Product repair and refurbishment
• Reducing hardware consumption 

by cloud technologies

Pro
duct

io
n

LAWS

Resource 
Recovery

Consumption W
aste

 

M
anagement

Green sustainable 
materials

Use of renewable 
energy and resources

Innovation

Redesign

Rethink
Reduce

Recovery

Recycle

Reuse

Redefine

Repair

Innovative 
product design

Efficient 
manufacturing 
technology

Sharing and lease

Reduce landfill 
volumes

New business model

Maximization of 
energy and 
resource efficiency

Extended producer 
responsibility system

Utility

• Recycled water treatment 
technology

• Interdisciplinary by-
product cycle

Construction
• High-performance construction 

materials development
• Building maintenance 

technology
• Standard or specification of 

recycled construction materials
• Construction material recycling

• Biotechnology and 
Farming

• Biomass materials / 
compostable materials

• Biomass circular 
technology

• Food consumption 
management

• Enzyme

ICT

Chemistry
• Biodegradable materials
• Recycled materials
• Upcycled circular 

materials
• Interdisciplinary 

byproduct cycle
• Chemical leasing

Consumption Industry

• Disposable packaging 
innovation

• Green textile 
development

Metal and Machinery
• Low-carbon production 

procedure
• Special raw material 

recycling
• Green transportation

Service

• Platform for product repair, 
lease, and second-hand 
products.

• New consumption economy
• Collection Management and 

automation.

Overall Improvements Required to Taiwanese Industries in Terms of 
Global Circular Economy

Master the key points for promoting circular economy, make breakthrough and extend the 
efficiency by reviewing the advantages and disadvantages of Taiwanese Industries
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Domestic Industries Start to Apply Circular Economy Spontaneously 
since 2012 

Domestic industries have spontaneously applied the circular economy in the way of not only forming alliances 
among each industrial sector, but also since the second half of 2018, accelerating the development of cross-
sector integrated alliances, which has contributed to  policy support to introduce technical and institutional 
assistance.

Asia Pacific Circular Economy Roundtable by 2019 
Taiwan Circular Economy Week 
(MOEA, EPA)
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2012.April

C2C 
Taiwan 
Alliance

2015.July

Taiwan Renewable 
Energy Promotion 

Alliance

2017.Sept.

Taiwan 3T 
Alliance

MOU 
(Led by TASS)

2018

5T Circular 
Economy Alliance 

Initiation Event 
held (TASS

Ocean 
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A
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Taiwan 
SMART 
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Chen Ya)
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ay
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June
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t.

2019

TCTA 
(Promoted by 
TTF and TTRI)

June
100 members 
included by 
C2C Taiwan 

Alliance 

A
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t

15T Circular 
Economy Alliance 

Initiation Event 
held (Led by 
TASS&SEMI

Taiwan Circular 
Economy 100 

(TCE100)
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Circular Economy Promotion Plan (2018-2027) Approved by Executive Yuan 

• The Executive Yuan in December 2018 adopted the “Circular Economy Promotion Plan” which was supervised by 
Ministers without Portfolio of EY and implemented by MOEA.

• Target major related domestic industries such as metal and petrochemical with the promotion of two major pillars 
and four strategies.

Developing the Circular Economy (CE)  strategies

Key Issues

Resource scarcity and 
energy consumption

Outdated technology 
and high level of costs

Environmental 
issues, and barriers 
of elimination

Stalled investment 
and fierce 
competition

Target Industries

Petrochemical

Industrialization 
of Circular 
Economy

Expansion Expanding the pilot facilities park from Kaohsiung to national wide

Circularization 
of Industries

Metal
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Four Strategies Two Pillars

Promote circular 
technologies and 

materials innovation, 
establish R&D center

Establishing a 
circular industrial 
demonstration park

Encourage green 
consumption and 
exchanges

Integrate energy resources and 
natural resources, promote 
industrial symbiosis



The “Guidelines of Circular Economy Promotion Office Establishment ” was promulgated for the
establishment of the Circular Economy Promotion Office (CEPO) has 3 taskforces groups and 2 project
task groups which were constructed based on individual functions, to manage the work and projects at
various levels, following and managing the progress of critical issues.

Cross-ministerial 
adjustment of laws 

and regulations 

International 
Cooperation

Industrial 
Communication

Societal 
Communication

Industrial-
academic 

Cooperation

Cross-ministerial Cooperation
MOEA, EPA, COA, MOE, MOST, MOI, 

Kaohsiung City Government

Platform for Circular Economy Promotion

Major Tasks

Cross-ministerial 
adjustment of 

policies

Developing the Circular Economy (CE)  strategies
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Integrate energy resources and natural resources, promote 
industrial symbiosis-Linhai Industrial Park

Waste 
engine oil

Premium engine oil

Waste 
enzyme

Slags

Petroleum refining

2

O2

N2

Steam
O2

N Ｈ2

N2

Steam
O2

Steam
O2  
N2

Ｈ2

Steel

Fuel gas

n The steel industry and the petrochemical industry have the most optimized models for energy and resource 
integration to promote the sustainable recycling of waste heat (steam).

n The industrial gases and waste resources generated from the steelmaking and petroleum refining processes can be 
reused by neighboring manufacturers.

Results of Energy 
and Resource 
Integration

200 million tons/ year of energy and resource 
sharing
Save 12.3 thousand kL of engine oil
Reduce 382 thousand tons of carbon dioxide 
emission

Metal manufacturing

Chemical industry

Shipbuilding

Chemical product 
manufacturing

Recycling plant

Wastewater 
Treatment Plant

Cement 
manufacturing

Recycled w
aterRecycled water

Steam
H2
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Dayuan Industrial Park

10 kilometers of distribution pipelines

n Assisting the cogeneration plant in the Park (Dayuan Cogeneration) to supply steam to the manufacturers in the 
Park, and abolish 64 small-scale high-polluting boilers.

n The cogeneration unit uses paper pulp and textile sludge as the auxiliary fuel which has installed in the end of 
2019. The total investment was NT$1.5 billion and would be able to expand the steam supply capacity in the Park. 

TY

Integrate energy resources and natural resources, promote industrial 
symbiosis-Dayuan Industrial Park

Results of Energy and 
Resource Integration

Achieve steam connections 700 
thousands /year.
Save fuel consumption up to 
54,000 kloe.

Reduce CO2 emissions by 
168,000 tons.

2nd-Phase

1st-Phase
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u Material-
driven

u R&D 
Alliance

Input of 
Governmental 
Resources

Potential 
Enterprises

Industries

u Legal Amendment 
and  advise adjustment

u Technical Introduction
u Sharing Platforms
u Integration of Industrial 

Eco-chain 

Future of TCE100
Create Niches

Connect to the World

TCE100 Alliance for Circular Economy

Talents 
Cultivation

Technologies

Industrial-
academic 
Cooperation

Information 
about Trends

Introduction of 
Technologies

Connection 
of Platforms

Innovative R&D 
Team

Create a Public-Private Partnership Platform

Startup 
Team

Research 
Institutes

Academics

Producers Venture 
Capital

Collectors
Industrial 
Associations
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TCE100
Taiwan Circular Economy 
Alliance

Create a Public-Private Partnership Platform

• Based on the concept of “Industrial Promotion by
Government Support”, the key leaders from all fields of
industries, the government sectors, the academies, and
the research institutes were gathering to join and
commit to fully support the implementation of circular
economy in Taiwan.

• The ceremony of TCE100 was held at the venue of APEC
on Oct. 17 of 2019, where were 115 companies to join.

• Experts from all fields are invited and currently, 218
institutions from industrial, academic, and research
are joined the TCE100.

Create a platform to facilitate the 
cooperation among the industries

• To practice the circular economy concept internally : such as, developing 
key material technologies, designing recyclable products, and planning 
innovative business models.

• To start the cooperation between enterprises with energy and resource 
externally: The network of energy and resource circular industry symbiosis 
systems development, from “chain” to “network”, and expand the 
scale from “regional integration” to “cross-disciplines interaction”.

• To collaborate for “resource circular system” development: Master and 
channel the dynamic needed domestically and internationally, construct 
the production and consumption arteriovenous circulation, and shape to 
an endless sustainable industrial circulation model.

Launch Event of the New Era 
of Circular Economy
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資料來源：遠果新世紀

資料來源：海神全球股份有限公司

Cooperation opportunities in the future 
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Waste PET bottle 
remanufacturing 

Waste plastic pyrolysis, 
shall generate S<50ppm 
LIGHT ENDS



Ø Solid recovered fuel, SRF：

n Using the combustion acceptable waste  as the fuel , and qualified 
the fuel quality standards 

SRF 
manufacturing

SRF
UserInput: Waste 

(Following 
WDA)

SRF
Selling

【SRF manufacturing guidance 
and quality standards】

Procedures
Acceptable 
types SRF standards

Downstream Recycling 
Facilities

Accept
ation

Mixed Fuel

Paper Reject SRF, Solid Recovered fuel

Cooperation opportunities in the future 
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element/
resources

industrial
customs

Precious
Metal

Material
consumers

Refining
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• Hydro-Metallurgy-濕法(化學)冶金
• Pyro-Metallurgy-火法冶金

Green Circular 

Economy

Precious metal chemicals,
Sputtering targets,
Catalysts

Hard drive, CD,
Semiconductors,
Panel, LED, Solar, 

etc.

Mobile phones, 
digital cameras,
DVD, computer,
Washing machines, 
refrigerators, etc.

Cooperation opportunities in the future 
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台積電水資源回收應用圖示

一滴水怎麼用3.5次
自來水用量!回收水量

自來水用量
=一滴水運用次數

Cooperation opportunities in the future 
ü According to the World Economic Forum's 2020 Global Risk Report: there is a high impact risk from "A 

significant decline in the available quality and quantity of fresh water, resulting in harmful effects on human 
health and/or economic activity.

ü TSMC continues to strive for effective usage of each water drop to 3.5 times, recycling rate achieve 90%. 
ü China-Steel, daily water recycling volume is 7,500,000 tonnes, recycling rate for 98.3%
ü Recycled Water plant finished 2nd phrase development in Kaohsiung, shall provide 450,000 recycled water 

daily.



Financial 
InstrumentsKnowledgeFunds

Material Flow 
Review

Innovative Business Model of Circular EconomyRedesig
n

Sustainability of Environmental 
Resources

(Extremely Low Consumption of 
Environmental Resources)

Full Cycle of Material 
Resources

(Zero Waste)

Cross-ministerial and Industrial-academic 
Cooperation

Recycle

Internalization of external costs 
(e.g. Accountability to producers and users, etc.)

Repair

Redefin
e

Goal

Core 
Value

Foundation
Regulation 

Adjustment

Policy
Promotion

International 
Cooperation

Talent 
Cultivation

Rethink
Vision The High-quality Life under Sustainable Environment

“Wastes are misplaced resources “is the core concept of circular economy, 
following with the utilization of renewable materials and energy,  in the 
production and consumption value chain,  product can being “ redesigned”, 
and “ redefined” the business models and “rethink” the manufacturing 
channels recycling treatment business to improve the economy growth. 18

Develop an Economic Model based on Institutional System, and 
with the Focus on Technology and Market Aspects 

R&D

Reduce Reuse Recovary



Thanks for your listening
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